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The Problem: Essent has eco-friendly advertisements and a customer-centric spirit on social
media, but their actions do not align with their words. Essent’s reputation is damaged by many bad
reviews online. Consumers feel like Essent does not communicate well with them- many of them
not knowing where their bills are coming from. Moreover, many of them are not able to get in touch
with customer service without being charged phone fees. We chose three pillars as the foundation
of our ideas. These pillars were trust, loyalty, and practicality. First, a trusting relationship needs
honest communication. Second, a relationship with loyal promoters requires a shared mission.
Last, a practical solution has to be convenient.

Our Solution: In order to avoid this ongoing stream of bad reviews, our value proposition is to put
households in control of their energy use by creating a customer-centric new and improved Essent
mobile app that is smarter and more community driven. We propose a new and improved
interactive mobile app with features including an augmented reality floor plan, AI live chat, and
community-driven activities through gamification.

The first feature of this new and improved app is the AR feature. This feature combines the
community feature with a fun interactive gamification element where people can visualize their
energy usage in their own homes by using an interactive map. This also highlights Essent’s goal of
increasing its sustainability by making their consumers more aware of the energy they are using.
Consumers will be able to scan their home environment and see where their energy consumption
is stemming from. The second new feature will be highly trained AI live chats integrated within the
improved mobile app to be there for the customer at all times. The live 24 hour chatbots will be
programmed at a very advanced level to give specific, clear answers that will not further frustrate
consumers. The third new feature of the Essent app will be supporting our sustainability goals and
bringing communities together. Local communities will be able to compete with others to achieve
the best results. The leading communities would be rewarded and facilitated with a platform where
they can share content, communicate, organise meetings and set goals. Community ambassadors
would coordinate activities, and Essent would sponsor gatherings and content creators. An
illustrative map of each enrolled neighbourhood is populated by more or less nature depending on
the sustainability achievements in a visual experience. In addition to these three main features, we
have also included a live assistant, Essie the chameleon, which will help consumers with their
questions about anything that is related to their customer journey with Essent. This will give Essent
a soul and a more customer-centric persona.

The Results: By implementing the aforementioned strategies, our team aims at successfully
achieving the following goals; firstly, building a strong community: increased trust and satisfaction
by 30%. Secondly, creating loyal ambassadors: increased customer retention by 30% and WOM
by 40%. Lastly, value delivery: Increase value perception by 30%. Through our solution to create a
more interactive and engaging app for consumers, we believe that Essent will successfully gain
trust, acquire long-term brand promoters, and ease the customer journey. We want to bring Essent
back to its core. Afterall, the future we build together, we live in together


